
100kg Trolley Folding Hand Truck Sack Barrow

RRP: $184.95

It's always great to have a hand truck on hand so you don't have to

borrow one from your neighbour – or worse, pay a lot to rent one. So,

whether it's getting a load of luggage into your car before you head off on

holiday or moving your new refrigerator into its new home, these handy

trucks can make hard work a breeze. This folding hand trolley from Randy

& Travis Machinery is the perfect solution. With its 100-kilogramme

capacity, it can handle a wide variety of items, from furniture to

appliances to sports equipment. But here's where it's heads above other

hand trucks – it folds away easily so that you can stash it away in your

garage, in a storage room, or even in a wardrobe.

Even though it's a real workhorse, its light aluminium construction and

ergonomic handle and footplate make it easy to steer, even with heavy

loads. With its top-quality craftsmanship, it's as durable as it is useful,

even under heavy usage. Fitted with two 150-millimetre no-puncture

rubber wheels, it's easy to manoeuvre, even in tight spaces. A telescopic

handle adjusts and locks at the exact height you need, making it easy on

your back. Get the tool that makes your life a lot easier at home and on

the job. Order your hand trolley today!

Features and specifications:Features and specifications:

Material: Aluminium and steel frame, rubber wheels
Colour: Silver, black, and red
Weight capacity: 100 kg
Dimensions (folded) 65 x 53 x 10 cm (H x W x D)
Dimensions (open) 100 x 28 x 38.5 cm (H x W x D)
Weight: 5 kg
Easily foldable for storage
Highly manoeuvrable
Sturdy and durable
Light in weight
Ergonomic construction for easier handling
Non-puncture wheels
Works indoors and outdoors
Telescopic handle for height adjustment
ISO TUV GS manufacturing certified
150-mm no-puncture rubber wheels with a metal bush for strength
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